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General
1. Is the paper too long? Is it too repetitive? Can institutional details, if excessive, relegated to the appendix?
2. Is the contribution of the study clear? Is the alleged contribution true? What are the possible policy
implications?
3. Is the paper relevant to another ﬁeld that it is missing on? Should they consider other moments
jointly? Is the paper not citing a related paper?

Motivation
1. Is the stylized fact true? Is the stylized fact prone to measurement error? Is it consistent with existing set
of facts, and if not why might this be the case?
2. Is the question quantitatively important? Is the story plausibly “ﬁrst-order”?
3. Are there big picture questions that the study further informs? Does it reframe existing debates on
key issues?

Empirics
Data
1. Is the sample representative? Is there possible selection into the sample, raising external validity concerns? Is the result driven by a few outliers or by a sub-period?
2. Is the data cleaned appropriately? Does the scaling make sense and ensure stationary variables? Does
data scaling introduce extra, unintended variation that leads to spurious results?
Methods
1. Are the used methods well-warranted? Is the usage of certain methods well justiﬁed in the context? Is
there a simpler way that the authors bypass without explaining why?
◦ If X is used to detrend an economic series, does the setting satisfy the required assumptions?
◦ How accurate are model-implied X? Can we use it without worrying about noise?
◦ How useful are stationary models in non-stationary environments?
2. Are the assumptions reasonable? Have they been justiﬁed in prior work? Are they too directly related
to the result i.e. is the estimate mechanical? Are there arbitrary choices along the way?
◦ Is X truly exogenous as the authors claim? Should we assume it is random?
◦ Why was X so important in 2009? Was it actually important?
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3. Does the empirical design make sense? Should they use quarterly or monthly frequencies? How do
they deal with zeros? Is certain parametric transformation well-warranted? Does it make full use of the
data granularity?
4. Are the controls exhaustive? Are there variables omitted that can be included in the regressions?
5. Is the result / estimate interpretable? Is it properly interpreted? Can we make it less of a black-box?
Are there speciﬁc economic episodes that help us make the estimate more real?
6. Is an alternate story possible? How do the authors convincingly rule out standard explanations (e.g.
risk-based stories)?
7. How tight is identiﬁcation? Is the plausibly exogenous variation truly exogenous? Are the endogeneity
concerns convincingly dismissed?
◦ Is X a good instrument? Are the validity assumptions likely to be satisﬁed?
8. Are all empirical exercises necessary? Does a portion of the analysis actually contribute to strengthening
their main argument?
9. Are the results robust? Are there particular dimensions that warrant strong robustness checks?
◦ How sensitive are results to X? How stable is X?

Theory
1. Is the model interpretable? Are any of the model components a black box? This question is applicable
when there is a variable X in the model that drives most of the results, yet X lacks an obvious economic
interpretation.
2. Are the assumptions reasonable? Are the stated assumptions chosen arbitrarily?
◦ If the authors posit that some function f is strictly increasing in x, is it consistent with the underlying
economic mechanism that f allegedly captures?
◦ If the model is dynamic, do the results hinge on the assumption that the future will be like the past?
◦ Is is reasonable to assume that certain parameters are constant (e.g. risk aversion) as opposed to timevarying?
◦ Are there other variables that are not in the model?
3. Is the general approach reasonable? Does the model framework accurately capture the empirical phenomenon of interest? Is the model overly complicated / not necessary?
◦ Is it reasonable to have agents maximize X while they may care about Y ?
◦ Does a two-stage game make sense as opposed to three-stage?
4. Is the model calibrated properly? Are there other properties of data that the model calibration should
aim to match?
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5. Does model work “out-of-sample”? What are its implications for phenomena outside the paper’s scope?
Does it generate interesting predictions that the authors omit?
6. Is an alternate story possible? Is the model consistent with stylized facts only under some conditions,
which may fail to hold in other environments? Is the model missing some further implications that can
plausibly arise in reality?
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